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The exact sequence of low degree associated to a first quadrant 
bicomplex (five terms long in [4, 1.4.5.1] seven terms long in [2, 
Lemma 7.5]) has been used in a number of situations, for example, in 
obtaining a cohomological description of the Brauer group of a com
mutative ring R [2]. In this note we observe that the sequence may 
be extended to an infinitely long exact sequence. The terms arising 
from the homology of the total complex are not Fn~"1Hn(tot)i the 
(n— l) th filtration group of Hn, for n>2, but map onto it. 

As an application we embed the seven term Galois cohomology 
sequence of [l, 5.5] into an infinite sequence, and sketch a map from 
normal Azumaya algebras into the eighth term which extends the 
Teichmüller cocycle map of [3]. 

1. Suppose given a bicomplex {Cp,a} of abelian groups [5, p. 340] 
such that Cp.q—O if p<0 or q<0. The differentials df\Cp.q—tCp+i,^ 
and d"lCPtq-*Cp,q+i of the bicomplex, defined for all integers p, q, 
satisfy the conditions d'd'=*Q, d " d " = 0 , d'd"+d"d' = 0. (Notation: 
cl( ) will denote "cohomology class of.") Then Z\q is the set of classes 
cl(^) in ker(d")/im(d") such that u is in CPtq> d"(w)=0, and d'{u) 
= d"(v) for some v in Cp+i,fl_i; B\A is the set of classes c\(u) such that 
u in Cp,q is of the form u~d'(v)+d"(w) with d"(y)=>0; and E2

PtQ 

The nth group Cn(tot) of the total complex (n^O) is the group 
C0,n©Ci,n-i© • • • ©Cn-i.iSCn.o. Set D=d"+d', the differential of 
the total complex {Cn(tot)}. Denote by Zn the elements of Cn(tot) 
of the form x = (0, • • • , 0, u, v) with Dx = 0. Denote by Bn the ele
ments of Zn of the form x = Dy, where y = (0, • • • , 0, zit z0) 
GC ,

n_i(tot), and Bn the elements of Zn of the form x = Dy where 
y = (zn, Zn-u • • • , s2, «i» *o)£C„_i(tot). Then the filtered group 
fn-ijjn 0f t h e t o t a j complex associated to the bicomplex is Zn/Bn. 
We denote by Hn the group Zn/Èn. Note that there is clearly an 
epimorphism from Èn onto Fn~~lHn for all n, and for n = 2 or 1 it is the 
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identity map. 

THEOREM 1. The long exact sequence of low degree is 

2 • 1 2 2 . 2 2 

0—> EI,Q—* H —> Eoti—> £2,0—* B —^-Ei.i—> • * • 

• • • —>£Wt0—>H —»£n_i,i —> En+i,o —>£f — » . . . . 

The first seven terms of this sequence are identical with the se
quences of [2, Lemma 7.5]. 

The maps are as follows: 
From El>0 to Hn the map is obtained by sending cl(cl(z>)) in Eli0 to 

the class of the element (0, • • • , 0, v) of Zn . From Hn to El„ltl the 
map is obtained by sending the class of an element (0, • • • , 0, u, v) of 
Zn to cl(cl(^)) in JEJ[-i,i. From En-i,i to El+lf0 the map is obtained by 
sending cl(cl(u)) in the former to cl(cl(w)) in the latter, where d'{u) 
= d"(z) for some z in Cn,o and w—d'{z). 

The proof of exactness is a routine computation. 
Alternatively, one can obtain the sequence by forming the bi-

complex {Cp,q}'CPtq
:=Cp,a for g ^ l , CP,q = 0 for g ^ 3 , and Cp,2 

= d"(Cp,i). Then one has a long exact sequence by [6, Corollary 2.3], 
whose E2 terms are the same as those in Theorem 1 and it is not diffi
cult to show that the Hn(tot) of the bicomplex Cp,q occurring in this 
latter sequence is the same as the È" of Theorem 1. We omit details 
in either case. 

2. We now sketch a generalization of the Teichmuller cocycle map 
for normal central simple algebras described by Eilenberg and 
MacLane [3]. For Amitsur cohomology and other unexplained 
notation see [2]. 

Let S be a commutative ring with unit, and a Galois extension of 
R with group Q [l ] ; let -4 be a Azumaya ( = central separable) 5-
algebra. Suppose A is Q-normal, i.e. there is a 1-1 set map w from Q 
to AutR(A) whose image restricts to Q on 5. 

Let K be a commutative i?-algebra which is a faithfully flat R-
module. Let Us be the functor from i?-algebras to abelian groups 
defined by Us(K) = the multiplicative group of units of S®RK. 
Let CPtq = (Qp, Us(K«+1)), with p, g ^ 0 , where ( , ) denotes 
set maps, Qp denotes direct product p times, Ç°= {1}, Kq+1 denotes 
tensor product over R q+1 times. Let dQ denote the group cohomol
ogy coboundary (in the ^-direction), and dg the Amitsur cohomology 
coboundary (in the g-direction). Then d^dQ—dcid'^ so replacing 
drK by sp od' — dm on Cp,q, where sp denotes the inverse map in Us 
applied p times, we obtain a bicomplex. From it we obtain a long ex-
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act sequence of low degree. Par t of it reads 

>&(Q, H\K/R, UB))-+H*(Q, H\K/R, Us)) 

-+ÈKtot)->H*(Q, H\K/R, Us)) - » • • • . 

(We note that Hl(K/R, Us), Amitsur cohomology, is isomorphic 
to the kernel of the map from Pic(S) to PIC(S®RK) by descent, and 
H°(K/R, Us) = Us(R) = U(S), so that taking limits over faithfully 
flat K (as in [2, §6]) yields, except for identifying inj lim H2(tot) 
with B(S/R), an extension of the Chase-Harrison-Rosenberg-
Auslander-Brumer seven term exact sequence of Galois cohomology 
[l, 5.5]. Note that inj lim Z73(tot) is the first term missing from 
[1, 5.5].) 

Cocycles in Z3 corresponding to elements of #3(tot) are pairs 
(ƒ, g), ƒ in m Us(K>))f g in (Q\ US(K)) where dK(f) = 1, d'K(g) = dQ(f) 
and dQ(g) = 1 . 

THEOREM 2. There is a well-defined map from the set of isomorphism 
classes of Q-normal Azumaya S-algebras into inj lim^ JET3(tot). When S 
is semilocal Ùz(tôt) =,ÈZ(G, U(S)) and the composition is the Teich-
muller cocycle map of [3]. 

We shall restrict ourselves here to sketching the definition of the 
map, and leave checking of the well-definedness (which is not difficult) 
and elaboration of the theory for future appearance elsewhere. 

The map is defined as follows. Let w: Q-+Autii(A) be an extension 
of Q to A. Then dw(Kf JJL) =WÇK)W(IJL)WÇK) JU)"1 fixes S so is an element 
of Auts(yl). We have a map J:Auts(A)—»Pic(S) defined by: ƒ goes to 
J/ = {a in A \f(x)a=ax for all x in A } . So dw yields a map JdW from 
<22toPic(S). (See [7].) 

Let K be a faithfully flat JR-algebra such that S®RK splits all the 
images of /<*«,. Viewing dw as mapping Q2 into Auts®K(A ®K), since 
Jdw(\ttx) ®K is a free S®K module with basis element uÇk, fx) in A ®K, 
dwÇk, fi) is conjugation by w(X, JU) in A ®K [7]. 

An element ƒ of (Q2, U(S®K2)) corresponding to A is the Amitsur 
cocycle corresponding to the modules Jdw(k,n), namely d'&(u) where 

<4(w(X, M)) = €i(w(X,/x)) €0(W(X,/x)). 

On the other hand, an element g of (Q3, Us(K)) corresponding to A 
is the noncommutative coboundary dQ(u), defined exactly as the 
Teichmüller cocycle is defined in the classical case [3 ], viz : 

dQ(u){\ /x, v) = u{ix, v)w^u{\ ixv)u~\\n, v)u~W AC). 
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I t is not difficult to show that dfe(^o(w)) =<io(rffc(^)), so that 
(dK(u), dQ(u)) is an element of Z3, whose class in Èz is the image of 
A under the map of Theorem 2. 
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